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As of Freetype 2.4.7, the FreeType library can perform font
hinting (called FT_Open_Face in Freetype API terminology) with
the autohinter, selecting and activating a specific hinting level.

By default, no autohinting is activated in the library, so the
autohinting option must be changed manually. See

opensilverfont pacman package (part of the arch-fonts/font-
manager meta-package ) for documentation on the setting, the

options available, and the consequences of changing the
autohinting. For now this setting can only be changed through
graphical tool like xset via xset fp rehash to rehash all glyph
cache. The Hinting option can be found in ftcacheviewer. You

can set it as per your system following these instructions: Font
hinting is handled via two cascading classes within the FreeType

library. One is the Hinting FT_Hint_Table which is provided by
FreeType's libavcodec (codec) package. This class is used to
advertise to Freetype's autohinter whether hints should be
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applied to a given glyph, such as the WGL_ARB_multisample and
WGL_NV_multisample extensions to the GL. The second class is

the Glyph_Driver FT_Driver class which handles the actual
rendering of the glyph. This class is provided by FreeType's

X.Org (X server) package. The font information, including glyphs,
is stored within these classes so Freetype can do its glyph

hinting per font. In contrast to the setting within the Hinting
FT_Hint_Table, the Glyph_Driver class deals with rendering the

glyph. This class was originally intended for advanced users and
provides functions for filtering glyphs and rendering. So the best

practice is to not mess with the Glyph_Driver class which is a
highly volatile package.
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As of version 0.9.11 [Jul 2014] fc-cache will preserve the ignore
user configuration flag if given the --no-ignore argument. This

can be handy when ignoring fontconfig's local preset
configuration is working as expected (e.g. used to ignore

$XDG_CONFIG_HOME/fontconfig/fonts.conf and instead loading
the global /etc/fonts/fonts.conf). When not using the Xresources
font property, applications not honoring an X resources property

set font to be bold. Use fc-cache -b to set the font to bold in
applications that do not honor the font property. If you have

difficulty getting VLC to use fontconfig's automatic hinting, you
can disable it temporarily by starting VLC with --font=sans-75dpi
or --font=sans-100dpi. For more information see fc-cache -k or
see vlc --help. Fontconfig's Automatic Anti-aliasing (AA) enables
or disables the option of using scan line boundaries to have finer
anti-aliasing with less distortion and cost. By default, AA is off. If
AA is set to off with the "-aa" option, it has no effect. If you want
to apply AA, you can turn it on using the "aa" option: fc-cache
-aa. Fontconfig comes with four presets, stored in the folder

/etc/fonts/conf.d. You can load any of these using the following
simple format: fc-cache -d fontname. For example: fc-cache -d

Helvetica-Bold. In order to specify that a font should not be
cached by default, place a file named.fonts.conf in the folder

where Fontconfig's configuration files (i.e. /etc/fonts/fonts.conf )
are located. By default, Fontconfig's configuration files search
for a file named.fonts.conf before searching for a file named

fonts.conf. The default configuration file is
$XDG_CONFIG_HOME/fontconfig/fonts.conf. 5ec8ef588b
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